Thus fl' satisfies (1.1) and obviously also (1.2).
(1.4) Definition. We shall call the matrix H the X-mean of the matrices G H K n-»» I n->oo 1=0 * i = 0 n-^oo (1.5) Definition.
[l.III] The X-mean of an infinity of y-matrices is a y-matrix provided that (a) | 9^1). I ; §= K for every i, n, and k\
T h e m a t r i x C = (c n , k ) = (a nk b n>k ) is t h e term-product of 4 = (a B)i ) a n d 5=(6 n , A .).
[l.IV] The term product of y-matrices is a y-matrix. The proof follows from the identity whence by (1.1) and (1.3)
Also c n k -=• 1 a s n -> <x> b y (1.2).
[l.V] / / A is a y-matriz, the matrix (l/a, lik ) is a y-matrix if and only if\a n ,k ^ L > 0. The sufficiency of the condition follows from:
The necessity follows from (1.3) for the matrix (I/a,,,*).
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NOTE: It appears from section 1 that a pseudo-algebra of •y-matrices could be formulated in which A-mean and term-product would represent sum and product, and the y-matrix u n k =\ for every n and k would replace the unit matrix.
2. Definitions of y-sums, consistency, regularity, semi-regularity. Definition. The generalized sum of the series 2c 4 by the matrix G is
provided that the infinite series on the right-hand side is convergent for every n and the limit of its sum, as n->co , exists. G sums every convergent series to its correct sum if and only if (2.1) G is a y-matrix. (v) . Obviously (1.1) and (1.2) are satisfied by G (/l) . Regularity or semi-regularity follows from the identity If G is regular, we have from (2.4) and (3.3) for the series 
Thus u n ->0, o^-»l, showing t h a t ( ? 2 x is not semi-regular, while G is semi-regular.
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The example also shows that G 2X is not consistent with G.
A related problem of contracting the series will be discussed later in [5. VI]. [ 
3.IV] The X-mean H, formed from a y-matrix G, its first p proper extensions and its first q diminutives is a y-matrix. If G is regular (semi-regular), so is H with respect to the class of series Sc fc satisfying
Proof. I t follows from [l.II] that H is a y-matrix. Also since (3.6) holds we can rewrite the sum
where c 0 , c_j, c_ 2 ,... are a finite number of zero terms. Thus if H sums the series S c k , and G is regular or semi-regular, (3.7) establishes the same property for H.
NOTE: Condition (3.6) is satisfied in particular when (3.8) G is row-finite, (3.9) G is regular and sums the series S c k .
The y-sum of the series 2 c k .
In this section we give a few results concerning generalized sums by X-means; and a theorem on inefficiency. N O T E : In the last two theorems H was proved to be consistent with G. But G need not be consistent with H. An example will be given in (5.13).
[4.IV] A semi-regular y-matrix is inefficient for the series Sc fc if c k tends to a finite non-zero limit as & -> oo .
Proof: We assume that G sums the series, and we have, since G is semi-regular, by (2.1) its generalized sum by the y-matrix G exists and is different from zero. This is contradicted by (4.2), showing that the original assumption, that G is efficient, is not true.
The y-sum of the binomial series.
Dienes proved x that if the regular y-matrix G sums the series Ez*, then this sum is the." right " value (1 -z)~x. We apply his method to the binomial series NOTE: Dienes' theorem is a special case of this theorem for p= I, and has now been proved on the weaker supposition that G is semiregular. ( 5.12) provided that gr n t (^ ^ j ZQ-»O as A->oo for every fixed n.
denotes the first diminutive of G, defined in (3.1). {5.14) a nk = (n -k + 1) / {n + 1) for k g, n, a n k =0 for k>n, n, k ^ 0, sums the series S z ' at z= -1 to the " r i g h t " value i. It is inefficient for the series £ (k + 1)2* at the same point. But the matrix H given by h n< k = \ (a, h k + a n _ k + x ) sums the second series to its " right" value £ and the first series to £. Here H is consistent with A, but not A with H.
Contraction of the binomial series.
This method is closely related to the stretching of the matrix (3.4), though not equivalent. Given the series c 0 + c x + c 2 + . . . . , and writing sum obtained by contraction is the " right " value (1 -z)' p . We give the proof for r = 3. The general case can be proved similarly.
The identity
can be expanded for | x \ < 1 in the form where C^ = 0 for i > 2p. Equating coefficients we have where Sd t is the threefold contracted series. This concludes the proof.
• ). For r = 1, i.e. for the original series, the domain of summability is the half-plane B (z) < 1. For r = 2 the domain lies between the two branches of the hyperbola x 2 -y 2 = 1.
Thus the domain of (B) summability for the binomial series varies with the contraction. Given any particular value of z in the star-domain, (i.e. excluding z = 1 and all points of the real axis to the right of z = 1), we can find a suitable contraction for which the series is summable (B). For (5.20) is satisfied if cos rd^O, i.e. for r = 2« if 77/2 » +1 <; | 0 | <S 7r/2», which for q = 0, 1, 2 , . . . . covers all the points in question.
•6. y-matrices efficient at isolated point*.
R. G. Cooke and P. Dienes
1 constructed T-matrices that sum the .series £ z k at an isolated point z = z 0 outside the circle of convergence. Similar results are obtained in this section for y-matrices and extended to the expansion of (1 -z) ~p, using operations developed in this paper.
We consider the lower semi-y-matrix 0, given by (6.1) y n , k = 1 for k 5S n, g n< k = 0 for k > n, (k, n = 0, 1, 2 ), and form from it the y-matrix H(p, z 0 ) as in corollary 1 of theorem
We shall apply this matrix to the series 
